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Objects, References, and Variables
Today in class we didn't introduce any new material, but we tried to look in more
detail at one of the most confusing aspects of what we learned yesterday - the
difference between objects, references, and variables.

An object reference, written as "<Type>" (where Type is the type of object it refers to) is the address I
can find an object at. Any communication to that object must be sent through that reference. A variable
merely stores that reference. The variable is not an object in itself - just declaring a Turtle variable won't
make a Turtle come into existence.

Think of an object as being like an animal on a leash. That leash is the reference that another object holds
with which it can refer to that object. More than one object can have a reference to any given object; we
think of this as being like many people all holding leashes that connect to the same animal. If there are ever
no references to an object, it is unleashed, and it will run away. So, it is important to keep a reference to an
object in a variable if you want to use it.

If I do have a reference to an obect, I can send a message to it by writing |.message()| after whatever
expression evaluates to the object reference. There are three ways to get an object reference to do this with:

. 1 An object reference is returned when I create and object with new.

. 2 An object reference can be retrieved from a variable.

. 3 An object reference may be returned when I call a method (that is, "message" an object)
So, the following are all valid examples of messaging:

bob.rt();
// bob is a variable that holds a <Turtle> reference.

(new Color(100, 0, 255)).getRed();
// A <Color> is returned when I make a new Color.

(bob.getColor()).getRed();
// (bob.getColor()) will be evaluated and replaced by a <Color>.

. 1 Write me some code that will do each of the following:
a) Make a new Point object (3, 1) and assign it to a variable.

b) Make two variables that both refer to the same Point object at (1, 2).

c) Make two different variables, refering to two different Point objects, but have those two Points
both located at (2, 3).



. 2 The diagram below shows several variables and what objects they are referring to. The objects are
numbered 1-5. Use this diagram to answer the questions.

a) What object(s) are not referred to by any variable?

b) What variable(s) are null?

c) Is it OK that we have two different names refering to the same object?

d) Suppose that I do this:

fred = tom;
tom = bert;
bert = fred;

What object will each of these now refer to?
fred: tom: bert:

. 3 Suppose that you have a variable Color c that refers to a Color object. Write me some code that
will make a new color that is the opposite of that color. In other words, each component of the new
color is (255 - (that component of c)).

. 4 What is wrong with the code below?

Color red;
Turtle bob;
bob.setColor(red);

. 5 What about this?

double x = new Point();
x = x.getX();


